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SLATE - NEWS FROM THE BOARD

(music full)

SOT NANCY GRASMICK 1750CG - NANCY S. GRASMICK         MD SCHOOLS SUPERINTENDENT

(sot nancy grasmick)
''it's not about the test, it's about ensuring that students have mastered content... '
SLATE - HSA REPORT

(music full)

SOT JERRY WEAST T1 4334CG - JERRY WEAST         SUP'T., MONTGOMERY COUNTY

(sot jerry weast)
'What (pause)  will enable a child to get into a community college without going into remediation?'
SLATE - APRIL 24, 2007

(music full)

SOT JOE HAIRSTON T1 2015

(sot joe hairston)
'it is a reality that is hitting us front and center and for many reasons.'
FILE STUDENTS

(narrator track)
a vigorous discussion of the hsa's dominates talk IN public schools.


students must pass all four ninth and tenth grade level exams by 20-oh-nine -the board welcomed thoughts from montgomery county's jerry weast and baltimore county's joe hairston.
SOT JOE HAIRSTON T1 1948-06 CG - JOE HAIRSTON         SUP'T., BALTIMORE COUNTY PUBLIC         SCHOOLS 

(sot joe hairston)
'To my surprise, this year in Baltimore County, I was summoned to come down to Annapolis to meet with my delegation, and this is my first time ever hearing the delegation have so much concern and interest about the High School Assessment.'
2S HAIRSTON

(narrator track)
each described the means by which their counties attack the hsa's -- or more specifically -- HOW THEY'LL HELP the 15-percent who might have difficulty passing.
SOT JOE HAIRSTON T1 3409

(sot joe hairston)
'The interventions more specifically involve High School Assessment review sessions we have, a package that we have available for our youngsters, before and after school tutoring...'
PUSH JOE SCREEN RIGHT, FREEZE & REVEALINTERVENTIONS: (SCREEN LEFT)SATURDAY SESSIONSSUMMER TUTORIALSONLINE COURSESTEST ITEMS PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

(narrator track)
others hairston mentions:


- saturday and summer sessions --


- online courses provided by msde --


- public release test items used in classes to familiarize students with the types of questions on the tests --


- and targeted professional development which hairston says receives increasing emphasis.
SOT JERRY WEAST 4040 T1 

(sot jerry weast)
' ... and bring up those who don't have that knowledge without collapsing the curriculum.'
JERRY CUTS

(narrator track)
weast says the biggest challenge MAY BE  english language learners.
SOT WEAST T1 4715

(sot weast)
'... because a lot of times you're not getting an accurate reflection of a child that doesn't speak English, you're getting a reflection of their English speaking ability...'


(narrator track)
In montgomery, he makes math a priority.
WEAST SOT T1 4611

(sot weast)
'we've been pushing math and we've been trying to do that without narrowing the curriculum...'
SOT MONTGOMERY WOMAN T1 5040

(sot montgomery female)
'The second packet is our HSA web site... 
PUSH AND FREEZE & GRAPHICSINTERVENTIONS:HSA WEB SITE(LINKS TO MSDE)HSA PREP ONLINEHSA TRANSCRIPTS

(narrator track)
among other things: montgomery has developed its own hsa web site and also linked it to msde's hsa site.


as well, it has developed  'hsa prep' online.


that course uses state-released items, and gives instant feedback to student  answers.


and montgomery sends home hsa transcripts, a reportit generated to keep parents abreast of their child in regard to hsa course material
TANYA CUT AND THEN QUESTION

(narrator track)
board members question.
SOT TANYA T2 1900CG - TANYA MILES         MD BOARD OF EDUCATION

(sot tanya miles)
'... how do you motivate a middle schooler or a high schooler ... 'you need more time on task.'
SOT JERRY WEAST T 2 2054

(sot jerry weast)
' I think the best way to motivate them is to have a great kindergarten teacher, first and second, and third grade teacher, that get them up to the math skills and the language arts skills, and then I think it's a consistent pattern after that to challenge them at the highest levels.'
SOT DAVID TUFARO T2 332CG - DAVID TUFARO         MD BOARD OF EDUCATION

(sot david tufaro)
'We have groups poised, active, to eliminate the test...'
SOT DUNBAR BROOKS 3700 T2CG - DUNBAR BROOKS         VP, MD BOARD OF EDUCATION(NEED COVER)

(sot dunbar brooks)
'We're talking about a test that's on the ninth grade level for the Algebra/Data Analysis. Ok? And there are groups out here saying we shouldn't do it. And what that says to me is is that they want status quo to stay where it is. Well, status quo for people who look like me is a disaster.'



BOARD CUTS & NSG

(narrator track)
everyone understands concerns brought on by the deadline.
SOT NSG 1226 T2

(sot nsg)
' ... we saw this with other things we've required... we saw it with service learning where everybody said 'this is gonna be a disaster and there were bills introduced in the legislature five years in a row ... '
SOT NSG T2 1303 

(sot nsg)
' ... I think that's what sometimes frustrates people, that these are very complex issues. And they're not silver-bullet kinds of answers.'
FADE TO BLACK


SLATE - BOARD BRIEFS

(nat full)
'sounds of a server'
SLATE - MARYLAND TECHNOLOGY PLAN


SOT ROBERT MARSHALL

(sot robert marshall)
'the big change over the last time we reported to you was that Baltimore City has completed their work now...'
SOT ROBERT MARSHALLCG - ROBERT MARSHALL         CHAIR, MBRT COMMITTEE ON         TECHNOLOGY

(sot robert marshall)
'it was 75% only a year or so ago, so those resources have gone in and those classrooms are now connected.'
COMPUTERS FILE

(narrator track)
as is every classroom in the state according to the technology committee.


the two-thousand-seven report says maryland keeps pace with a three-to-one student-to-computer ratio. 



WIPE NAT FULL BIRD

(nat full bird)
'squawk'
MORE BAY FILE

(narrator track)
environmental education programs are alive and well...
SIDESHOT

far removed from the bay, three young 'bay ambassadors' from pot spring elementary in timonium nevertheless realize its importance.
SOT GRETEL SWARTZCG - GRETEL SWARTZ         5TH GRADE, POT SPRING ES

(sot gretel swartz)
'Our school, Pot Spring Elementary, has a group of 5th grade students called the Bay Ambassadors. The Bay Ambassadors is a group of students who do as much as they can to protect the bay.'
SOT LILY KLEINCG - LILY KLEIN         5TH GRADE, POT SPRING ES

(sot lily klein)
'Recycling is very simple because all you do is get a recycling box from a classroom and bring the box to the recycling bin outside.'
SOT STUDENT 1 COVER W/BAYCG - ISABEL GRIFFITH         5TH GRADE, POT SPRING ES

(sot student 1)
'Reefballs are a designed artificial reef made by pouring a designed concrete mix into a fiberlglas mold.'
WIPE SOT STUDENT 1(USE CUT SHOTS OF SCREEN)

(sot student 1)
'some of the students go on a boat to the Chesapeake Bay to drop the reef balls in the water...'
BAY FILE

(narrator track)
the chesapeake bay two-thousand agreement calls for  quote --


'a meaningful watershed experience' --


end quote -- 


for all students before they graduate. 
WIPE SOT T1 IRENE PADILLA T3


CG - IRENE PADILLA         ASS'T. SUP'T., DIV. OF LIBRARIES

(sot irena padilla)
'Maryland public libraries are well used, with over five million visitors a year...'
LIBRARIES FILE

(narrator track)
assistant superintendent irene padilla says libraries age... and millions of dollars soon will be needed to update the buildings.
MORE FILE SAME

also: the libraries division celebrates a joint venture with the division of early childhood development to engage children in reading activities right from the start.
SOT ROLF GRAFWALLNERCG - ROLF GRAFWALLNER         ASS'T. SUP'T., EARLY CHILDHOOD         DEVELOPMENT

(sot rolf grafwallner)
' the wonderful literature that's available at the local libraries is actually going to make its way into the hands of these young kids, and it could be either at the library or at the provider's.'
CUBE WIPE CUTS OF CHARLIE

(narrator track)
and finally: the board recognized the work of charlie benjamin.
OSTC FILE PICS EXT.'S & STUDENTS

he teaches at the occupational skills training center.


his students, (former prison inmates) are grateful to learn a trade.
VICTOR GRAPHICS

many land printing jobs at places such as victor graphics.
WIPE SOT CHARLIE BENJAMINCG - CHARLIE BENJAMIN         INSTRUCTOR, OCCUPATIONAL SKILLS         TRAINING CENTER

(sot charlie benjamin)
' ... there's nothing more exciting to a teacher than having students who want to learn.' '


'Thank you.' ( applause)
HOLD SHOT`

(narrator track)
this has been news from the board, with msde tv.
CREDITS/FADE

(fade applause/music full/fade)


